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Abstract
The research evaluates the frequency of passes within the basic types of offenses we encounter in basketball: set 

offenses, transition, and early offenses. The results were drawn from the analysis of 2,604 offensive phases from 15 
randomly selected games in the Euroleague playoffs. Contrary to expectations, the findings have shown that a greater 
number of passes in the set offense had the highest tendency of a negative offensive outcome - 45%, as opposed to a 
positive 37%. The quantity of passes within the transition and early offenses does not represent a discriminating factor 
in reference to the type of outcome (p<0.05). Passes, as an essential technical-tactical tool in the execution of offensive 
actions, demand a complete analysis as a precondition for explaining the influence of offensive characteristics. The authors 
agree that the influence of passes on offense effectiveness based only on quantitative indicators has various disadvantages 
since basketball is rich in passes that are not relative to tactical offense solutions. The analysis of passes in basketball 
must be fulfilled with the evaluation of the type of passes and, ultimately, the degree of their usefulness and connection 
with the final outcome of the offense. 
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Introduction
Passing represents the fundamental element of basketball technique. As an elementary means of offensive performance, 

it shows the contours of the players’ offensive approach, cooperation, and tactical inclination of the team, while in direct 
practical terms it presents an effective technique to keep the ball away from the defender, demonstrates the quickest way 
to advance the ball up the court, and creates more scoring opportunities than dribbling. Its successful execution can have a 
significant impact on the success of the offense. The harmony of the collective offense in basketball closes the inner space 
of the court, so the continuity of movement in the offense demands, among other, a certain frequency in proper and timely 
passing with potentially enhanced passes from the help side to the weak side in order to reach a surplus of free players 
who can receive the ball and have the opportunity to create an open shot. As a segment of the offensive tactical slant, its 
relevance is unquestionable - it shortens the transition phase period and helps set up an organized offense (Colbeck, 1985; 
Wissel, 2004). Timely and precise passes are an essential characteristic of extraordinary offense teams (Meyers, 2013). 
According to Miller (1994) and Dean (2001), almost 75% of successful realizations occur after passes, and they are the 
result of quality performance of offensive combinations (Wellenreiter, 1984). Due to this, pass analysis is considered as 
a very essential segment in the research of playing basketball. 

The basic aim of the present research is to establish the frequency passes in relation to successful offenses in the 
Euroleague. Offense is set as the basic bearer of information so a more accurate interpretation on the result of the number 
of passes demands a categorical division of the basic forms of offense met in basketball. 

Methods
Notational analysis established the frequency of passes in 2,604 offenses acquired by complete analysis of 15 randomly 

selected matches of the Euroleague playoff competition in season 2010/11. It is important to note that the duration of offense 
phase is not determined by the total ball possession period but its limits are treated according to the shot-clock reset. The 
variable Number of passes within each entity is registered in number value and marks the total number of successful and 
unsuccessful passes during one offense, while the effectiveness is measured by three categories. Successful – offense 
where the minimum of one point is realized; Unsuccessful – offense where no point is realized; and Neutral – offense 
where the offense did not realize a point but the team retained the possession of the ball. The selection and interpretation 
of the result is carried out according to the basic type offense in basketball: Set, Transition offense, Early offense with 
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the note that the category of Other offenses (offenses that according to their structure cannot be classified in any of the 
aforesaid categories) is not classified in the interpretation due to unprecedented practical applicability. 

The data processing method used involves the illustration and interpretation of the descriptive parameters of the 
number of passes within different offense types, including the relative parameters of the effectiveness coefficient and the 
mean duration of the perceived offense modalities. The differences in the types of offenses in the frequency of passes and 
their influence on the outcome is tested by Univariate Analysis Variance (ANOVA) supplemented with post-hoc Tukey 
HSD test with statistical significance level p> 0.05.

Results and discussion
According to the method of modal division of offense in the present work, the set offenses make up about 68% of 

the total offenses in basketball; the transition are represented by 12%; early make up 8 % of the total number while the 
remaining belongs to other offenses. The high representation of set offense, as well as, its’ susceptibility to tactical training 
provides an essential and suitable orientation of situational preparation. This offense is the longest type regarding time 
duration (lasts for 15 s) and consists of the highest number of passes (3.7), with an effectiveness ratio of 45% negative, 
37% positive and 18% neutral outcome, while the offensive benefit value amounts to 0.79 points per offense (Table 1). 
Furthermore, the standard deviation value shows that two to three passes are mainly present whereby the central tendency 
measures - median and mode sum up to three passes. The range of results indicates a maximum of 12 passes in one 
offense, that there are set offenses without ball distribution respectively. 

Table 1. Descriptive parameters of passes in relation to the overall number of analyzed offenses

 N 
offense

Overall 
off. ratio

N 
passes

Mean 
passes

Std.Dev. 
passes

Median 
passes

Mode 
passes 

Min 
pass. 

Max 
pass.

Skew.
passes

Kurt. 
passes

OBV 
offense

t (s) 
offense

Set 1780 68% 6518 3.66 1.63 3 3 0 11 0.55 0.27 0.79 15.00

Transition 238 12% 345 1.45 0.97 1 1 0 6 0.78 1.35 0.97 5.25

Early 154 8% 322 2.16 1.42 2 2 0 5 0.51 -0.25 0.86 9.16

Other 432 12%

Sum 2604

Transition offenses in top basketball implicate with the share of 12% of total offenses. The present research has 
established that such offenses include the least amount of passes (1.45) and have the highest strength of effectiveness 
(0.97), whereby the effectiveness ratio registers 48% positive, 35% negative and 17% neutral outcome. This logically 
imposes an aspiration to create as many as possible fastbreaks. Generally, early offense is defined as an offense consisted 
of a transition state and a short set (position) state. Even though it regularly deals with the 5:5 players formation on 
frontcourt, it is characterized by an early finish due to incomplete control all offensive players at the moment of a shot. By 
reviewing the measures of the quantity of passes, offense duration and their effectiveness (Table 1.), there is an obvious 
complete correlation among the offense modalities, and, therefore, according to those parameters early offenses can be 
placed between the established measures of set and transition offenses. The amount of passes among the viewed types 
of offenses are statistically significantly different (Table 2., Table 3.). 

Table 2. ANOVA – Difference between

SS DF MS F P

Passes 1272.916 2 636.458 268.783 0.0000

 Error 5136.024 2169 2.368   

Table 3. Post-hoc Tukey HSD test types of offense in number of passes

 Type off. 1 (3.6618) 2 (1.4496) 3 (2.0909)

1 Set  0.000022* 0.000022*

2 Transition 0.000022*  0.000182*

3 Neutral 0.000022* 0.000182*  
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Ball distribution in set offense represents the essential technical and tactical means in realizing an adequate opportunity 
during the realization of the offense. Stravropoulos and Foundilis, 2005. (according to Gomez, et. al. 2007.) concluded 
that the use of longer offenses with a greater number of passes reflects a better cooperation and has a positive influence 
on the realization of a position for a shot closer to the basket and greater effectiveness. The results of the present research, 
however, partly negate the stated claim. As can be seen in Table 4 and Figure 1, a higher number of passes in the offenses 
of the Euroleague system matches do not reflect the overall greater effectiveness. 

Table 4. Relation of amount of passes and outcomes in Set offense (ANOVA) 

Set off. SS DF MS F P

Outcome 56.98 2 28.49 10.804 0.000022

 Error 4685.43 1777 2.64   

Table 5. Post-hoc Tukey HSD test – Set offense

  Set off. 1 (3.5590) 2 (3.4709) 3 (3.8518)

1 Positive  0.351851 0.001853*

2 Negative 0.351851  0.000105*

3 Neutral 0.001853* 0.000105*  

Figure 1. Relation of passes and outcomes in Set offense

Although such a condition encourages additional analysis of measures of pass functionality, it is not appropriate to 
connect a larger ball distribution with higher effectiveness in set offense. It is to be emphasized that general observation 
makes it evident that set offense regularly consists of passes that have no influence whatsoever on creating an advantage 
over defense. This is specially meant by passes in backcourt. In conclusion, it is extremely important to create a valid and 
reliable measure that would focus on the purposefulness of passes during offense actions. Such measure would establish 
whether the acquired results are a primary consequence of pass non-functionality or excessive tactical ball distribution. 
Looking in general, evaluation of passing suggests an integrative approach including biomechanics, performance analysis, 
physical conditioning, mental factors, and motor skills aspects (Quilez, et. al. 2019.).

Unlike set offense where passes are dominantly tactically planned, and often partly patterned, passes in transition 
offense represent a spontaneous and almost reflexive action in the attempt of realizing a quick offense advantage. The 
mean frequency of passes within a fastbreak is significantly lower than the number of noted and set offences.

Table 6. Relation of amount of passes and outcomes in Transition offense (ANOVA) 

Transition SS DF MS F P

Outcome 5.1058 2 255.29 2.7802 0.064068

 Error 215.7891 235 0.9183   
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Table 7. Post-hoc Tukey HSD test – Transition off

 Transition 1 (1.4375) 2 (1.1957) 3 (1.6125)

1 Positive  0.319757 0.425152

2 Negative 0.319757  0.049101*

3 Neutral 0.425152 0.049101*  

 Figure 2. Relation of passes and outcomes in transition offense

By its essence, fastbreaks are regularly characterized by a quick ball transfer whereby the ratio of the offensive players 
are generally higher or equal to defensive players in the frontcourt with a favorable scoring opportunity. When focusing 
on passing frequency in relation to the success of offense, previous research mainly shows that a lower number of passes 
in transition have a favorable impact on a positive outcome. In Cardenas’ (2015) analysis of fast breaks it is stated that 
elite teams usually made maximum two passes. Similar finding was found in Swalgin’s analysis (2014), where there is no 
offense categorization but the number of passes is analyzed exclusively according to ball possession, it is concluded that 
offenses without passes or with one pass are the most effective type of offense (57% positive outcome in offenses without 
passes and 46% positive outcome in offenses with one pass). When the ball distribution quantity is viewed categorically 
– within the transition offense, as in the present case, it turns out, however, that the number of passes does not represent 
a factor that has an influence on the outcome. The Post-hoc test reveals a significant difference in the ball distribution 
between a negative and neutral outcome but it does not contain a practical implication. 

A similar results appear in early offense as well. The variability from 0 to 5 passes within this type of offense does 
not reveal a specific tendency towards a certain type of outcome (Table 8.). Thu, it can be concluded that an eventual 
inappropriate position defense in the initial set phase is completely independent of the number of passes. The orientation 
towards eventual differences should be directed towards other constitutive factors of offense.

Table 8. Relation of amount of passes and outcomes in Early offense (ANOVA) 

Early off. SS DF MS F P

Outcome 6.3708 2 3.1854 2.8913 0.058581

 Error 166.3565 151 1.1017   

Table 9. Post-hoc Tukey HSD test – Early offense

 Early off. 1 (2.2400) 2 (2,0690) 3 (1.6190)

1 Positive  0.620075 0.043718*

2 Negative 0.620075  0.211655

3 Neutral 0.043718* 0.211655  
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Figure 3. Relation of passes and outcomes in Early offense

By the general observation, a precise and opportune pass plays a critical role in the realization of final maneuver in 
early offense. The common prevalence in literature states that teams must strive for a longer offense with more passes 
searching for an appropriate chance for an open shot (Gomez, Tsamourtzis, Lorenzo, 2007) if a quick and effective 
transition has not been attained. However, the results of the present work indicate that players in top basketball are able to 
materialize the circumstance of inadequately positioned defense with relative success even in the early stage of set offense. 
Relatively favorable measure of effectiveness of early offenses (OBV – 0.86) reveals inclination to use the opportunity 
of an inappropriately placed defensive formation aimed at scoring quick and easy points. 

Conclusion
This study has demonstrated significant differences in the frequency of passes between basic types of attacks and 

has also identified complete correlations in their duration, efficiency and frequency of passing. More persistent ball 
distribution indicates higher team cooperation, but the results of the present study show that it does not necessarily indicate 
higher efficiency. A higher number of passes in the Euroleague set offense registered slightly worse overall efficiency in 
comparison. Early offenses point to relatively good effectiveness. Passes within such offenses represent a critical means of 
exploiting advantage against an ineptly set defense. Transition offenses are consisted of the least number of passes and have 
the highest potential effectiveness despite the fact that they have the shortest duration. A fastbreak’s quick attack intends 
to take advantage of the uncontrolled defense and the favorable formation of the players, and passing is highly efficient in 
gaining the spatial advantage over the defense. However, given the situational circumstances, the successful execution of 
a fastbreak cannot be determined by passing frequency. Passing in set offense generally represents an important segment 
in creating the imbalance in defense, and, taking into account the obtained results, which are contrary to the main findings 
of the current research, further research suggests the analysis of passing functionality in all offensive time phases, as 
well as the analysis of the types of passes, the degree of their effectiveness and the relationship with the outcome. Such 
analysis should include different subtypes of set offenses (offenses against a man-to-man defense; offenses against a zone 
defense) as well as different transition offenses (primary; secondary fastbreak). Finally, for further research, it would 
be recommended to include a larger sample of analyzed matches in order to obtain even more accurate information and 
generalizations about the relationship of passes and their influence on offensive success. 
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